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Abstract. How to evaluate an operator (or its operations) reasonably is a very important and practical
issue. However, many evaluation methods may work as a kind of post-hoc analysis and lack of
interaction with the operator. In this paper, we proposed an interactive online evaluation approach that
is based on automated temporal planning (TP). TP computes and keeps a set of the optimal plans.
During the decision making process, the operator’s operations are compared with those plans. Our
approach can also predicate the long-term result of operator’s operations, and provide appropriate
suggestions. We developed a set of quantitative measures that are used to evaluate both the decisions
made and the information gathering process. Applications of the approach were shown to be helpful
for improving operator’s decisions.
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1.

Introduction

Operations result from operators’ decisions while they are facing events in some scenario. Usually,
operators are firstly trained and then evaluated to get qualification. Evaluation of operations is very
important in many areas of management [1-3], e.g., military operational plan. Unlike [1, 2] and other
domain-specific evaluation method, the work of [3] developed a general approach for evaluating
operations. In terms of domain-specific, an evaluation method is designed with highly coupling with
the knowledge or rules of the domain, i.e., it is often impossible to be adapted to other domains. In [3],
Schubert et al proposed an evaluation methodology via the use of effects-based planning (EBP). EBP
is a kind of goal directed, action-based, planning method. An action is modeled with preconditions on
which it can execute, and effects which happen after the execution of the action. Specifically, the
preconditions and effect are represented with logical propositions that may take values True or False.
A representative system for EBP is the famous system known as STRIPS [5]. EBP can generate a
sequence of actions (i.e., a plan) that when executed step by step, it can transfer the initial state into a
(goal) state that satisfies some goal conditions. The principle of the work in [3] is to compare the
operations made by human against the optimal plan(s) generated by an EBP planning system. Based
on a set of sophisticated measures defined on the differences between the two plans, the operations of
a human operator can be evaluated. As the problem description language PDDL [6] of EBP becomes
expressive for a wide area of practical domains, the work of [3] can be applied on those domains
generally.
However, the work of Schubert et al [3] only consider the problem settings where actions are
instantaneous. Note that, in many practical working domains, actions take time; the delay of time has
big impact on the expected result. To improve on the work of [3], in this paper we developed an
approach to use temporal planning (TP) [6, 7] for operation evaluation. In addition, we designed a set
of reasonable measures for the analysis of human operations’ decisions with respect to time. Temporal
planning also provides a powerful tool to trace the change of resources, which is also exploited to
guide an evaluation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we introduce the background of
TP. Then, we present a TP-based evaluation method. After an example application of the proposed
method, we make conclusions.
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2.

Background on Temporal Planning

Temporal Planning is an extension of the classical STRIPS planning, where the execution of action
takes time, and preconditions and effects is dependent on the action’s time. For example, the action to
fuel a tank, takes time in direct proportion to the free volume of it. Usually, when time is concerned,
resource is also of importance. So, temporal planning is intrinsic to involve numeric resources.
Formally, a task of TP is a tuple   (V, A,I,G,TL , ) , where V is the set of variables and v V is
associated with a domain Dom(v). A state s is an assignment to the variables in V. A is a set of actions.
In the following, we use [s, e] to represent an interval that starts at time point s and end at e. An action
a  A has the form (dura, Ca, Ea), where dura  is the duration, Ca is the set of conditions, and Ea is
the set of effects. Each condition c  Ca has the form ([stc , etc ] v cop exp r ) where stc and etc are time
points and stc  etc . The compare operator cop {  ,>,  ,<,==} . The righthand expr is an expression
composed by variables or values in the task. One effect e of an action is of the form ([ ste ,ete ] v op expr )
and op {+=,-=,*=,/=,=} . Note that, for each action a, it have two variables sa and ea to hold the start
and end times. Intuitively, ea  sa  dura . I is the initial state of the problem. G is a set of conditions of
form (v = d), where v V and d  Dom(v) . TL is the set of timed initial literals, and each til  TL is of
the form [t ] f  d  where f V .  : A   is the cost function of actions. The planning problem on
 is to find a sequence of actions   (t (a1 ) ,a1 ),t (a2 ) ,a2 ), ..., t (am ) ,am )) when is executed on the
initial state I, can reach a goal state that satisfies G.
Let’s consider a simplified anti-missile task in military operations. When a missile named m is
found, the first operation pos_m_r is to determine its position with a radar r, and the second operation
inter_m_im is to launch an intercept missile im. Suppose the positioning of m with r consumes energy
80, and takes 10 time units. The TP model of pos_m_r is as followings.
 durpos _ m _ ri  10



C pos _ m _ ri  {([stpos_m_ri ,stpos_m_ri ] det ected _ m = true), ([stpos_m_ri ,stpos_m_ri ] located _ m = false),
([stpos_m_ri ,stpos_m_ri ] energy  80)}
Epos_m_ri  {([etpos_m_ri ,etpos_m_ri ] located _ m = true), ([stpos_m_ri ,stpos_m_ri ] enery -= 80)}

([st

,st

] det ected _ m = true)

pos_m_ri
pos_m_ri
Note that, in the above model, the first condition
requires that
at the start time of the action “the missile m was detected already”, the second

([stpos_m_ri ,stpos_m_ri ] located _ m = false)
([stpos_m_ri ,stpos_m_ri ] energy  80)

3.

requires that m is not located yet, and the final one

requires the current level of energy to be greater than 80.

TP-based Operation Evaluation Method

During the process of planning, human operators make decision dependent on a number of
information or events, and following a set of operational rules. The will select a set of actions from
sets of alternatives. We assume that a particular scenario that is used for training the operators is
model by a TP task   (V, A,I,G,TL , ) . Specifically, information is represented by variable value pairs.
Events are described by timed initial literals TL . The cost of each action is defined by  . The initial
state and goal state of the scenario are defined by I and G, respectively.
Suppose
that
the
operational
plan
made
by
an
human
operator
is
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
  (t (a0 ), a0 ,(t (a1 ), a1 ),...,(t (am ), am  . The question is how to evaluate  , and what kinds of factors
should be considered. We argue that the following 4 factors should be considered.
1) goal achievement The human operator is expected to select a plan to reach the goal of the task.
Whether a goal is achieved or not and how many goals are not achieved are factors to evaluate.
2) information gathering Decisions are made on top a information. Some failed plan or
unreasonable plan is caused by missing or neglecting some information. Therefore, the gap
between the number of information gathered and the number that is required, is another factor.
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3) timeliness "Do the right thing at the right time" is a well known rules to management.
Similarly, the action taken by the operator should on the right time. The offset to the desired
start time should be considered.
4) costs To finish a task, different operators may use different plans. Although, the plans all are
success, they may vary in cost. An experienced or calculating operator should select the plan
with the lowest cost.
To obtain an optimal plan, we can use an optimal temporal planning system, such as the one
developed in [8]. Suppose that the optimal plan is  *  (t (a0* ), a0* ,(t (a1* ), a1* ),...,(t (am* ), am*  . Next, we will
evaluate  h with respect to  * .
3.1 Measurement of the goal achievement
Following the semantics of executing an action on a state [6], we can simulate the execution of  h
on the initial state I. Specifically, the execution of a0h on I results a state s1 and the execution of a1h on
s1 results the next state s2 . Generally, the execution of aih on si results a state si 1 ( i  0..m ).
Intuitively, sm 1 is the final state resulted by  h . The extent to which the goal is achieved is defined as:
|sm+1  G |
|G|

M GA ( h ) =

(1)

Equation (1) first counts the number of goals achieved by the human operator’s plan, and then
divide it by the total number of goals required. The value of equation (1) is in [0, 1.0].
3.2 Measurement of the information gathering
If the human operator’s plan is different from the optimal plan, then we analyze how the
information gathered is different from the expected. Let akh in  h is the last action that is the same as
a*k in  * , then we define:
k

M IG ( h )=

| C
i 0
m

aih

| C
j 0

a*j

|

(2)
|

Note that, in equation (2), the denominator accounts for the total conditions (facts) needed to
determine the optimal plan, and the numerator accounts for the facts collected by the human operator.
The value of equation (2) is in [0, 1.0].
3.3 Measurement of timeliness
The action made by a human operator in each step should near the optimal time point. We compute
the absolute offset of an action in  h relative to its counterpart in  * . Then we sum up the offsets, and
use the sum as an indicator of timeliness. Formally,
k

M TL ( h )  | st ( aih )  st ( ai* ) |
i 1

(3)

In equation (3), the variable k is the same as that in equation (2). Here, we use st(a) to represent the
start time of an action a. If k = m, i.e., the operator’s plan is logically reasonable, equation (3) reflects
the accumulated offsets within the entire plan. We can see that the operator’s plan  h with a higher
M TL ( h ) is consider to be worse.
3.4 Measurement of costs
In a training scenario, we assume that each action a is with cost  ( a ) . We prefer plans of lower
cost. Usually, the cost of a plan is the sum of costs of its actions. To compare  h against  h , in terms
of cost, we define:
cost ( )=  (a)
a

(4)

And
M cost ( h )=

cost ( h )
cost ( * )

(5)

Note that the result of Equation (5) is in [0, ].
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4.

Practical Application with Interactive Evaluation

Based our defined measures in the previous section, we evaluate the current plan  of a human
operator with a measurement vector MV ( ) : ( M GA ( ) , M IG ( ) , M TL ( ) , M cost ( ) ). We use the MV ( )
in an interactive as is shown in Figure 1. In the work flow, we indicates the measurement vector of the
operator’s plan made so far, after each step of decisions. The operator could choose to continue its
decision process or stop. This approach was deployed as a prototype tool for a military operational
planning scenario, similar as the scenario described in [3].
START
Generate the
optimal plan
Initilize the
operator’s plan 
to empty

The operator make onestep decison
Update 
Yes
Caculate the
measurement
vector of 
Show MV() to
the operator
Continue
decision?
No
END

Fig. 1 An interactive work flow to evaluate operator’s plan
5.

Conclusion

In this paper, we extended the work of [3] to a temporal setting, and designed a set of
measurements to evaluate operators’ decisions. Our work provides a more expressive and hence
powerful tool for decision making. Particularly, our proposed approach models the decision making
scenario with predicates, numeric variables and time that are key notions in temporal planning. And,
we employed a temporal planning system to compute the optimal plan, which provides a general and
scalable way for interactive decision support.
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